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California’s cap-and-trade compliance offset market incentivizes forest

managers to maintain elevated carbon stocks. It provides these incentives

without enforcing standardized fire mitigation practices despite many projects

being located in fire prone regions. Here, we evaluated the difference between

management actions in California forests that participated in the carbon

offset market versus those that engaged with state programs to reduce

wildfire risk via fuel reduction treatments. Using remotely sensed data from

the California Forest Observatory and the Moderate Resolution Imaging

Spectroradiometer, we compared the vertical forest structure and vegetation

canopy trends on forest offsets with forests that are receiving fuel treatment.

We found California forests managed for carbon under the Improved Forest

Management (IFM) program by the California Air Resources Board had higher

levels of biomass than forests managed for fire risk reduction as indicated

by 2016 lidar-estimated fuel loads. In addition, IFM-participating forests did

not reduce their fuel loads between 2016 and 2020, whereas lands receiving

grants for fuel management did, indicating that on average, the IFM projects

were not engaging in fuel reduction efforts. However, despite the differences

in fuel management between IFM projects and active fuel treatments, we

found that both types of management saw a declining trend in vegetation

greenness between 2015 and 2021. While declining greenness is expected

of active fuel treatments associated with vegetation removal, such a trend in

the case of IFM indicates additional wildfire risk. Managing forests for long-

term carbon storage and sequestration requires consideration of fire risk

mitigation. Given the little evidence of fuel reduction in the first decade of
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IFM projects implementation we question whether the century-long duration

of carbon stocks in these offsets is realistic. We recommend that policymakers

reevaluate the incentives directed at carbon stock preservation or expansion

to better encompass the growing wildfire risk in California.

KEYWORDS

wildfire, forest carbon, fuel management, Improved Forest Management, offsets,
remote sensing

Introduction

Fire releases carbon stored in forest biomass into the
atmosphere, making wildfires a threat to storing carbon in
forests (Hurteau and Brooks, 2011; North and Hurteau, 2011).
In California, wildfires are having a negative impact on
aboveground live carbon stocks in forests: between 2001 and
2010 the estimated aboveground live carbon stocks in California
declined by a rate of 0.8% per year. These declines were
primarily driven by wildfire disturbances occurring on just 6%
of the total forest area (Gonzalez et al., 2015). The emissions
associated with burning forests drive most of the estimated
greenhouse gas emissions from wildfires in California and these
emissions may increase as climate change is expected to increase
areas burned in California, in part from warming-driven fuel
drying (Westerling et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2019; California
Air Resources Board, 2020).

The growing impact of wildfire on carbon emissions is
occurring within an already existing forest management crisis.
Over a century of fire removal and suppression has altered
species composition and function in the Western United States
(Collins et al., 2017). Forests in California are, on average,
supporting higher tree density, with an estimated average
increase of 2.75 times more trees per acre (Safford and Stevens,
2017). Most forest stands in California support tree densities
which place them in full competition, reducing tree growth
efficiency and resilience to stressors like drought and fire, and
putting them at high mortality risk (North et al., 2022). With
expected increases in climatic stressors from climate change,
these current forest densities are not sustainable. Using historic
forest condition data to predict forest survival under future
climate scenario RCP 8.5, research on the Sierra Nevada and
Southern Cascade has found that forests may be unable to
support aboveground biomass above 25% of its current average
levels (Bernal et al., 2022). If this climate scenario were realized,
it would mean many forests in these regions currently have
aboveground biomass levels that pose an existential risk.

From a carbon perspective, increases in tree density do
not necessarily translate to increased forest carbon because
such increase has been primarily from small-diameter trees.
The combination of removing frequent fires and the legacy of

logging the largest trees have caused a decline in large trees
in California forests by 50% between the 1930s to the 2000s,
being replaced with smaller trees, and species composition
shifting away from pine dominance (McIntyre et al., 2015). This
shift in dominance to smaller, fire-sensitive trees has reduced
total live carbon stocks (North et al., 2009). The largest 1% of
trees make up about 30% of live aboveground biomass in the
United States, and generally, large trees dominate carbon stocks
in temperate US forests (Lutz et al., 2018; Mildrexler et al.,
2020). Additionally, because carbon accumulation increases
continuously with tree size, large-diameter trees being replaced
with small-diameter trees also negatively impacts the rate
of carbon sequestration (Stephenson et al., 2014). These
changes in forest structure and density are exacerbated by
acute drought stressors, which create forest conditions where
subsequent human-made or natural disturbances have the
potential to be more severe than they otherwise would have been
(Stephens et al., 2018, 2022). Another consequence of increasing
disturbance severity is that these more severe disturbances can
alter plant successions away from forests to grass or shrublands
(Falk et al., 2022). Forest conversion to other types of vegetation
cover can bring with it reduced aboveground carbon storage
capacities and fire regimes that burn more severely (Coop et al.,
2020). This interplay between climate change, fire exclusion, and
antecedent disturbances changing forest composition creates
the conditions that can lead to mega-fires (Stephens et al., 2014).

Despite these challenges, for forests in the Western
United States, management aimed at vegetation removal from
either forest restoration or fuels reduction can promote forests
better able to withstand changing fire, drought, and insect
stressors (Stephens et al., 2021). Fuel treatments remove
vegetation and other material that could combust in a fire, in
aims of reducing fire behavior and fire severity for a future fire.
The benefit to forest carbon that a fuel treatment provides is the
difference between the reduced fire behavior and severity with
what would have occurred without fuel treatments. While fuel
treatments explicitly address the imminent threat of extreme
wildfires, forest restoration efforts often use similar tools like
prescribed fire and restoration thinning treatments to reduce
forest density, also reducing available fuel and preventing the
worst effects of extreme wildfire (Stephens et al., 2020). Along
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with effectively reducing fire severity (reduced tree mortality),
fuel treatments can also reduce wildfire emissions (North and
Hurteau, 2011). This potential emissions reduction means that
widespread prescribed fire application could reduce fire related
CO2 emissions in the Western US by 18-25% relative to a
business-as-usual scenario (Wiedinmyer and Hurteau, 2010).
The fuel treatments used in the Western United States thus
are effective in reducing wildfire, associated emissions, and
other forest stressors, while often aligning with other ecological
restoration objectives.

To increase the pace of implementing fuel treatments
in California, the California Department of Forestry and
Fire Protection (Cal Fire) provides landowners funding,
planning, and implementation support to reduce costs of
implementing fuel treatments. There are five Cal Fire programs
that support fuel reductions: The California Fire Plan,
Vegetation Management Program, Forest Health Grants,
Fire Prevention Grants, and California Vegetation Treatment
Program. Landowners supported by these grants for fuels
reduction can achieve their goals using a diversity of methods,
including prescribed fire, tree thinning, pruning, chipping, and
roadway clearance (California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection [CAL FIRE], 2022a). From a carbon accounting
perspective, deciding to implement a fuel treatment means
an immediate reduction in total amount of carbon, as fuel
treatments remove or burn vegetation. Even if management
causes some temporary reductions in carbon, over a century,
large-scale restoration is projected to increase carbon stability
(Liang et al., 2018). In fire prone ecosystems, stable carbon is
the amount of carbon that is predicted to survive a wildfire.
Managing stable carbon stocks in forests requires balancing total
carbon pools against disturbance risks that emit carbon. Based
on research from California forests, prescribed fire, mechanical
treatments, or a combination thereof have been shown to
increase stable live carbon (North et al., 2009; Foster et al.,
2020). Programs like California Fire Plan explicitly reference
fuel reductions as part of maintaining California’s carbon sinks
and have overarching goals of improving forest health through
fire risk reduction (State Board of Forestry and Fire Protection
and California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
[CAL FIRE], 2018).

Stable forest carbon management, which includes fuel
management, is needed to maintain carbon durably in
California forests. Yet, a large portion of funding in response
to climate change has been to pay landowners for increasing
aboveground forest carbon to offset greenhouse gas emissions
elsewhere. One example of such a program is California’s cap-
and-trade compliance market. This program is administered
by California’s Air Resources Board (CARB) which facilitates
a carbon market where forest landowners can enroll in an
Improved Forest Management (IFM) offset program and be paid
for managing existing forests for carbon stock maintenance and
expansion (California Air Resources Board, 2011, 2015). IFM

projects in this market are intended to store carbon for 100-
years above a regionally determined carbon baseline. Before
the project is awarded carbon credits, the IFM project owner
submits initial documents to registries disclosing how they
intend on increasing aboveground live carbon for the next
century. This can include strategies like increasing rotation
length, decreasing harvest intensity, or switching to uneven age
management. IFM projects, once validated and issued credits,
cannot significantly reduce on-site carbon stocks without a
penalty.

CARB and Cal Fire currently administer programs that pay
private landowners for forest management, with both agencies
interested in stabilizing and storing carbon in forests. Forest
landowners in CARB’s Improved Forest Management (IFM)
offset program are incentivized to increase aboveground carbon,
while the grantees of the Cal Fire program are supported
to temporarily remove aboveground carbon. Forest carbon
offset programs that require sustaining already elevated forest
biomass create the possibility for incentives that conflict with
stable carbon management. CARB’s IFM program is relatively
popular, generating 78.8% of carbon offset credits that have been
retired during the compliance periods in California’s compliance
market (California Air Resources Board Offset Credit Issuance
Table, 2022). Focusing on increasing aboveground carbon in
fire prone forests could lead to management decisions counter
to stable carbon storage (Hurteau et al., 2008; North and
Hurteau, 2011; Bernal et al., 2022). CARB and Cal Fire have
created programs with conceptual differences in how to manage
forest carbon: increasing forest carbon storage versus increasing
carbon stability by reducing wildfire risk. It is unknown if these
IFM projects effectively target forests where biomass increases or
decreases will lead to long term stable carbon on the landscape.

Improved Forest Management projects are minimally
incentivized to do fuel treatments under the current standard
design. The buffer pool is a reserve of credits that every IFM
project contributes a set amount of their issued credits to as
an insurance policy. Typically, a project contributes 9-19%
of issued credits, with an average around 15%, to this pool
(California Air Resources Board, 2011). Projects that complete
a ‘qualified’ fuel treatment can receive up to a 2% reduction
on their buffer pool contribution, meaning the project owner
receives a greater percentage of the credits generated. This 2%
incentive for fuel treatments is the only way a project can reduce
its contribution to the buffer pool for natural disturbance risks
and requires a third-party auditor to confirm the fuel treatment.
Yet, based on the observed contributions projects are giving to
the buffer pool, most of the IFM projects in California are not
taking advantage of this buffer pool contribution reduction. It
is not clear why IFM projects are not using this buffer pool
contribution reduction, but low adoption suggests that the costs
of doing a qualified fuel treatment exceeds the benefit to the
project owner of doing a fuel treatment.
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The problem for assessing the effectiveness of IFM project
management strategies is that it is difficult to determine exactly
which types of management takes place within IFM projects.
While the projects submit documentation to public registries,
in practice, these documents vary in the level of detail and
supplemental information provided describing management
plans. Information like whether a project owner plans on
implementing fuel management in the forms of mechanical
thinning or prescribed fire between harvests is not required
in the documentation, even if a IFM project owner intends
on employing one of these techniques. The other limitation
on relying on registry-submitted documentation is that it
details a project owner’s intent, but they are not bound to
execute the detailed management, they only need to maintain
carbon levels above a regionally determined baseline and any
crediting increases above that baseline. It would be reasonable
to expect some of these projects are using fuel management
given the legacy of fire suppression increasing tree density and
the growing understanding that climate change will exacerbate
threats to storing carbon in trees, but use of fuel treatment in
IFM projects has never been quantified.

Here we use novel remotely sensed data and a host of
statistical techniques to answer two main questions. First,
how common are fuel treatments on IFM lands and how
do these treatments compare to treatments carried out under
Cal Fire fuel reduction programs? Second, we ask if forest
health, as proxied by vegetation greenness, has changed on
IFM forests relative to forests that have received Cal Fire
grants. By answering these questions, we hope to better
understand if California’s large carbon offset credit program
is effectively addressing the tradeoffs between carbon, fuel
management, and vegetation health outcomes. These tradeoffs
point to a conceptual difference between CARB’s approach
of increasing forest carbon storage and Cal Fire’s promotion
of fuel treatments to increase carbon stability via reducing
wildfire risk. If these different visions of forest carbon
management are not appropriate for the landscape, these two
state agencies could be working in opposition of strategic
landscape carbon management.

Materials and methods

Study area

Improved Forest Management projects under California’s
compliance offsets market can be developed on any private
forest in the United States. We limit our analysis to the
IFM projects in California, where projects are in the North
Coast and Southern Cascade regions (LANDFIRE, 2001). This
research spans forests in California that are managed under
the IFM offsets or Cal Fire fuel treatments from the same
region (Figure 1). The North Coast and Southern Cascade

have a Mediterranean climate, with warm, dry summers and
mild, wet winters (latitude 37◦ to 40◦). The North Coast has
complex terrain from the Klamath mountains and is home to
the most diverse conifer forest in North America. The Southern
Cascade region has a relatively milder terrain, with elevation
ranging from 60 m to 4,317 m, and is forested by conifer
species. Historically, both regions conifer forests would have
had fire regimes characterized by surface fires burning at low-
to moderate-intensity (Skinner and Taylor, 2006; Skinner et al.,
2006). We excluded fuel treatments from outside of these two
regions because there may be regional variability in fuel loads
and vegetation trends that would make them too different to
compare to the IFM projects.

Data

Cal Fire’s Management Activity Project Planning and Event
Reporter (CalMAPPER) database includes location and project
information for forest and fuel management projects across
Cal Fire programs (California Department of Forestry and
Fire Protection [CAL FIRE], 2022b). We used GIS treatment
polygons produced by Cal Fire which record areas of grant
funded fuel treatments to establish how fuel treatments alter
vegetation in forests within the same regions as the IFM projects.

CARB-approved IFM projects submit GIS shapefiles or
maps of project boundaries to the three registries approved for
CARB offset use, American Carbon Registry, Climate Action
Reserve, and Verra. The dataset we use to determine where IFM
projects occur in California are based on these submitted project
boundaries to the registries (Stapp, 2022). This data represents
31 of the 40 CARB-approved IFM projects in California that
became boundaries for sampling in our study as ‘IFM projects.’
The remaining nine projects listed on the public registries lacked
spatial data. We have no reason to believe projects with missing
geospatial data are absent for a systemic reason and our sample
of 31 projects were representative of geography and size of
projects within California so we proceed with the analysis using
the available data, considering this a representative dataset of the
CARB-approved IFM projects in California.

We limited the CalMAPPER treatment polygons to projects
that had ‘fuel reduction’ recorded as the “Treatment Objective”
and were in the North Coast or the Southern Cascade region
(California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection [CAL
FIRE], 2022b). This limited our dataset to projects that were
in the California Fire Plan, Vegetation Management Program,
and Forest Health grants. This dataset included 448 Cal Fire-
approved fuel reduction projects. Cal Fire grants span California
and the data is provided both as a larger project boundary and
the polygons where management activity occurs. This analysis
uses the more specific polygons where management occurs
for sampling, called the Treatment Polygons. We used the
fuel treatments start and end dates to determine the status of
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FIGURE 1

Study Area Map showing the North Coast and southern Cascade region in northern California. This map includes fires between 2016-2020 and
locations of IFM projects and fuel treatments.

fuel reduction activities and gain a better sense of how fuel
treatments change vertical structures of fuel over time. Projects
that had end dates prior to 2016 are recoded as “Completed
Fuel Treatments,” projects that were completed by 2020 were
recorded as “Active Fuel Treatments,” and projects that did
not begin until after 2020 were recorded as “Planned Fuel
Treatments.” This created 1,392 completed, 2,911 active, and
519 planned project polygons that we used to determine sample
boundaries for creating our observation dataset.

The California Forest Observatory produced annual maps
of fuels for forests in California at 10-meter spatial resolution
from the summers of 2016 and 2020. The fuel structure
data are modeled products based on satellite radar, satellite
spectral imagery, and airborne lidar flights (California Forest
Observatory, 2020). Airborne lidar is a useful tool for estimating
fuel loads because it can penetrate canopy covers to estimate
vertical structures of vegetation based on the timing and
density of points that return to the sensor (Mutlu et al., 2008;
Su et al., 2016; Jarron et al., 2020). The California Forest

Observatory lidar-derived fuel maps represent the best available
fuels dataset that has both high spatial resolution and is
produced for multiple years. This spatial and temporal coverage
was necessary for research studying how fuels change over time
at a landscape scale. Fuel data includes ladder fuel density
(%), surface fuel (unitless), canopy cover (%), canopy height
(meters), canopy layer count (#), and canopy base height
(meters), relevant to fuel and carbon discussion. Ladder fuel
density (r2 = 0.78) considers the lidar point returns from
1 to 4 meters above ground returns which represent the
proportion of surface fuels in the understory. Surface fuels
are based on outputs from Scott & Burgan Fire Behavior Fuel
Models where higher values show higher levels of surface fuels.
Canopy cover (r2 = 0.91) reports the horizontal cover fraction
from tree canopies. Canopy height (r2 = 0.86) is the distance
between ground and top of canopy returns. Canopy layer
count (r2 = 0.765) is the number of distinct vertical canopy
layers, which could be a proxy for leaf area index or canopy
complexity. And canopy base height (r2 = 0.70) is the distance
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between the ground and the lowest branches in the canopy,
predictive of whether a surface fire will transition to a canopy fire
(California Forest Observatory, 2020). For all but surface fuel
estimates, the California Forest Observatory produces accuracy
estimates (Supplementary Table 1). Using the California Forest
Observatory produced API in Jupyter notebook, the six types of
fuel data from 2016 and 2020 were queried for the study area.

The study period, 2016 to 2020, was constrained by the
availability of the lidar-based datasets. While it is a brief period
relative to the century-long forest management projects, we
believed this was an appropriate study period because we were
interested in how IFM project were managing or prioritizing
fire risk and stable carbon storage during their initial project
years. The first years of an IFM project are relevant to fuel
treatments because it tends to be when projects receive the
largest number of credits, which could fund non-commercial
forest management like fuel treatments.

Using the “geemap” package for Google Earth Engine access
in Python, this fuel data was sampled within IFM project
and fuel treatment areas at a 300-m sample grid. We chose
this grid size as a good trade-off between increased sample
observations, Google Earth Engine image processing limits,
and limiting spatial autocorrelation. On one hand, a denser
sampling grid provides more information in terms of the
number of observations, but the trade-off is increased spatial
autocorrelation. The grid size of 300 m does a sufficient job
of balancing this trade-off. Even so, we checked the residuals
from our linear regression analysis and found there was still
autocorrelation that could not be resolved (Chen, 2013). The
implication of residual spatial autocorrelation is that the actual
standard errors may be larger than estimated, meaning that we
may be less confident in our results than standard significant
test would suggest. Therefore, additional caution may be needed
in evaluating our results. Sampled observations of fuel and fuel
change were exported as a CSV file for further analysis in R
Studio.

Objective 1. Lidar-based fuels
comparison

We compare changes in IFM projects with different stages of
implemented fuel treatments (completed, active, and planned)
to test if IFM projects alter fuels in ways that resembles fuel
treatments. For example, if the IFM projects are managing fuels
during the study period, then they might appear to change fuels
in similar ways to active fuel treatments. We expected active
fuel treatments would have a reduction in the fuel, while the
completed and planned fuel treatments might have a positive
change in fuel strata estimates, as vegetation recovers after
previous fuel treatments or grows prior to future fuel treatments.
Depending on how the IFM projects changed during this
remeasurement relative to the three stages of fuel treatments,

we can determine if fuels have been managed. The input of the
fuel analysis is the CAFO lidar-based dataset which produces
estimates of different vertical levels of carbon.

Because we were interested in observing which strata are
most impacted by fuel treatments or IFM project management,
we analyzed the six fuel lidar datasets—surface, ladder, canopy
cover, canopy height, canopy layer count, canopy base height —
as separate regressions to understand how these management
approaches altered forest and fuel structure. For example, using
a popular ‘thin from below’ silvicultural approach will maintain
high levels of canopy cover and canopy height and remove the
non-dominant trees that could carry surface flames to canopy.
The result of such a treatment would be a reduction in surface
and ladder fuel, an increase in canopy base height, a decrease
canopy layer count, and little or no-change in canopy cover or
canopy height. We report all tests for the following section for
the six separate fuel strata because the direction of changes over
time depends on the strata of fuel evaluated.

Fuels in improved forest management and fuel
treatments

To understand if fuels differ between IFM projects and fuel
treatments, we first compared fuel estimates for IFM projects
and Cal Fire fuel treatments at the beginning of our study period.
We compared offsets to the three categories of fuel treatments,
and we visualized our results by creating a boxplot of the starting
2016 fuel estimates by fuel type and region (Figure 2).

Propensity score matching
Forests managed as offsets may differ from forests eligible

for grant-funded fuel treatments, creating a form of selection
bias. Therefore, we use propensity score matching to prepare a
dataset that limits the differences between our controls, or fuel
treatments, relative to our treatments, or IFM offsets (Austin,
2011). We use factors associated with vegetation growth because
we thought factors that might contribute to whether a forest
is an offset or receives a grant-funded fuel treatment might
be associated with how productively vegetation grows on that
site. Along with sampling how fuel changed at each sample,
we sampled climatic variables like total winter precipitation
and max summer temperature as annual composites from 2016
to 2020, physical variables like elevation, slope, and aspect
used in parametric matching (Table 1). The climatic variable
selected were based on variables considered important for
predicting forest survival (Bernal et al., 2022). We implemented
this parametric matching to identify fuel treatments that were
otherwise like IFM offsets using all the variables noted in
Table 1, the fuel estimate from 2016, and a variable signifying
which region the IFM project or fuel treatment is located.

Linear regression
This matched dataset was used in a linear regression to

predict the change in fuel load controlling for the variables
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FIGURE 2

Boxplots of the 2016 fuel estimates for the IFM projects and fuel treatments (planned, active, and completed) across the Southern Cascade and
North Coast regions.

used for matching, the starting fuel estimate from 2016,
the region, a treatment term, indicating whether the sample
was taken from an offset, or a fuel treatment completed by
2016, and an interaction term between region and treatment.
We included region as a factor in linear regression because
our samples spanned two distinct forest types that represent
different ecologies with different fire regimes and captured this
difference as the region variable. The interaction term allowed
us to independently predict the treatment effects for the two
regions studied. We used the output of the linear regression

in an estimated mean marginal effects model to predict the
change in fuel load based on treatment and region using the
interaction term. To understand the effect of fuel load changes
on IFM projects relative to fuel treatments, we used the linear
regression outputs to predict changes in fuel for a four-year
period for the IFM projects and fuel treatments. This allowed us
to report the effect in the same units as the original fuel estimate,
easing interpretation. Predicted changes in fuel estimates that
are greater than zero indicate that fuel is predicted to increase for
that group, whereas a change in fuel that is less than zero indicate
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TABLE 1 List of biophysical variables used for propensity score matching, indicated with asterisk, and full list of variables included in linear
regression.

Type Variable Source

Climate Total winter precipitation 2016* (December 2015 – February 2016)
GRIDMET (4638.3 m) Daily Total

Precipitation (mm/day)

Total winter precipitation 2017 (December 2016 – February 2017)

Total winter precipitation 2018 (December 2017 – February 2018)

Total winter precipitation 2019 (December 2018 – February 2019)

Total winter precipitation 2020 (December 2019 – February 2020)

Max summer temperature 2016* (June 2016 – August 2016)
GRIDMET (4638.3 m) Max

Temperature (K) Abatzoglou, 2013

Max summer temperature 2017 (June 2017 – August 2017)

Max summer temperature 2018 (June 2018 – August 2018)

Max summer temperature 2019 (June 2019 – August 2019)

Max summer temperature 2020 (June 2020 – August 2020)

Physical Elevation* SRTM (30 m) Digital Elevation Model
(meters)

Northness* Aspect function on SRTM and then a cosine conversion to get degree
facing north

SRTM-derived (degrees)

Eastness* Aspect function on SRTM and then a sine conversion to get degree
facing east

SRTM-derived (degrees)

Slope* Slope function on SRTM SRTM-derived (degrees) Farr et al.,
2007

Latitude* Google Earth Engine (degrees)

that there is a predicted loss of fuel, consistent with vegetation
removal. The pre-regression matching, linear regression, and
prediction was repeated for the six types of fuels estimated from
the California Forest Observatory dataset.

Objective 2 spectral based comparison

Beyond changes in total fuel amount changing vegetation
greenness also has implications for forest carbon and fire risk.
A forest may show signs of vegetation stress or declines in
productivity through decrease in canopy vegetation greenness
(Sims et al., 2006). Forests with reductions in greenness may
also indicate areas of increased fuel dryness, making it more
available to burn if there is a fire (Roberts et al., 2006). We used
satellite-based spectral estimates of vegetation greenness using
the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI). EVI was designed for use
in high density vegetation areas and has been demonstrated to
be efficient indicators of forest productivity and die back (Sims
et al., 2006; Ogaya et al., 2015).

This estimate of vegetation greenness, was calculated in
Google Earth Engine using the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) imagery, based on the Non-
Parametric Trend Analysis tutorial (Clinton, 2022) The MODIS
EVI data product was the basis of a constructed time series

of vegetation greenness between 2015-2021 based on clear-
sky, cloud-corrected imagery collected between August and
September. A Kendall-Man non-parametric trend analysis was
used to reduce the EVI time series imagery to identify areas of
increasing or decreasing vegetation greenness. These analyzed
timeseries data produced a single number of the observed trend
in greenness for Objective 2. A positive EVI Kendall Mann
value indicates that the vegetation greenness is increasing over
time. The MODIS EVI data was sampled for the offset and
fuel treatment project areas using the same sample grid at 300-
m density that was used for the fuel analysis in Objective 1.
This study period was selected to complement the first research
question, 2016 to 2020, and could be expanded to larger periods.

Bootstrap for determining differences in the
median greenness trend

To further analyze how the trends of vegetation greenness
differ between the two types of forest management, we used a
bootstrap to estimate the true differences between the sample
median values. The strength of this approach is that it can take
non-normally distributed observations, with differing variances,
and develop a test that compares whether the two samples
might be similar (Johnston and Faulkner, 2021). We used
a two-sample bootstrap to test whether the median changes
in vegetation greenness differed by offset and fuel treatment
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groups. This two-sample bootstrap test samples the different
groups with 5,000 replications to estimate the true median
differences. For observations like trends in vegetation greenness,
where the observations may not be normally distributed, this
is a non-parametric statistical test that can determine if there
is a statistically significant difference between median values
of the offset and fuel treatment groups and can estimate the
magnitude of difference between groups. When the median
differences for two groups contains zero, the two groups can
be considered similar. To determine statistical significance,
confidence intervals were constructed around the bootstrapped
estimates at a 0.05 alpha level. Along with determining whether
there is a statistically significant difference, this test also
established the direction of differences between the two samples.
A negative bootstrap differences indicate that the median IFM
projects have vegetation greenness is lower than the median fuel
treatments. A positive bootstrapped median difference indicates
that the fuel treatments have improved vegetation greenness
more than the IFM project.

Validation

Previous research has found that public datasets produced
for tracking timber and non-timber management from the US
Forest Service and Cal Fire over-represent areas of treatments
(Knight et al., 2022). Since this work relied on Cal Fire’s
CalMapper data to create the sampling boundaries for the
fuel treatment areas, we assessed if there was a logical change
in carbon levels based on our classification of ‘completed,’
‘active,’ and ‘planned’ fuel treatments. We expected that planned
projects that had not started by 2020, would have higher ladder
and surface fuel estimates than active projects; the completed
fuel treatments would have the lowest surface and ladder fuel
estimates; and that the active fuel treatments would show
the greatest reduction relative to the other two types of fuel
treatments. Our validation check suggested that our sampling
scheme using CalMAPPER was accurately capturing changes
in fuel loads consistent with active, complete, and planned fuel
treatments. Active fuel treatments tend to have more negative
changes in fuels than the completed and planned fuel treatments
(Supplementary Table 2).

Results

Objective 1. Lidar-based fuels
comparison

Fuels in improved forest management and fuel
treatments

Improved Forest Management projects have higher starting
levels of fuels than the forest where fuel treatments were

completed or were active during the observation period. Based
on the 2016 CAFO fuel estimates, IFM projects have the higher
average ladder, canopy cover, canopy height, and canopy layer
count than the fuel treatments that were active after 2016 or
completed by 2016 in both the Southern Cascade and North
Coast region (Figures 2A–E).

For a fuel metric like canopy cover or canopy height, it
makes sense that forests identified for carbon management
would have high forest coverage, as tree height is correlated
with tree size and dense forests would have higher canopy
cover. The low canopy cover for fuel treatments in the Southern
Cascade region, as low as 25% for Active fuel treatments, could
be attributed to the higher number of fuel treatments that are
linear, and possibly adjacent to roads that have reduced canopy
cover. There are differences in the 2016 estimates of the vertical
structure and canopy conditions estimates for forests where IFM
projects are located relative to fuel treatments that to assess more
accurately required limiting these differences.

Propensity score matching
The pre-regression matching improved the covariate

balance between the control and treatment groups
(Supplementary Figure 1). There remained some differences
for the temperature and precipitation variables that our method
for matching could not resolve. Because the matching did
improve the mean differences in the relevant 2016 fuel estimate
(e.g., cc_2016 for canopy cover in 2016), which our boxplots
indicated were different between the IFM projects and fuel
treatment groups, we felt that this matched dataset effectively
reduced some bias between treatment and control observations.
The pre-regression matching reduced the dataset from 24,051
observations to 11,378 observations with equal number of
treatment and control observations. There were too few
observations from the planned fuel treatments in the Southern
Cascade region to make inference, therefore this group is not
reported in the linear regressions.

Linear regression
IFM projects have greater predicted changes in vertical

structure and canopy composition than the fuel treatments
(Figure 3). This indicates that even controlling for differences
in biophysical factors that impact forest growth and the starting
fuel loads, the observed changes in forest structure on IFM
projects is increasing faster than the forests that are receiving
or will receive fuel treatments. IFM projects have changes
greater than zero for ladder and surface fuels that indicate
increasing fuel amounts. However, the IFM projects are also
the only group that had a predicted positive increase for forest
height and canopy cover, which both would be consistent with
increasing carbon stored in live tree carbon. Because there are
no overlapping standard errors between the IFM projects and
the active fuel treatments for any of the metrics, we conclude
IFM projects are not reducing fuels like forests that are receiving
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FIGURE 3

Estimated change between 2016 to 2020 for (A) ladder fuel, (B) surface fuel, (C) canopy cover, (D) canopy height, (E) canopy layer count, (F)
canopy base height between offsets and fuel treatments completed prior to 2016. These graphs should the predicted change from the matched
regression using the 2016 variable (A–F), respectively, for each graph.

fuel treatments. Because there was spatial autocorrelation in the
linear regression residuals, the standard errors may be larger
than estimated, meaning that the finding of significant difference
may be overstated and therefore some caution should be applied
to interpreting these results.

In the North Coast region, where there were enough
observations also evaluate planned fuel treatments, predictions
of IFM projects changes were the closest to planned fuel
treatments for changes in canopy base height and changes
in canopy layer count. Of the predicted values from the fuel

treatments, IFM projects did have predicted changes closer to
the observations on planned fuel treatments. In the Southern
Cascade region, IFM projects have predicted values closer to
completed fuel projects.

Object 2 spectral based comparison

The average trend for the Kendall-Mann test of vegetation
trends in greenness are reported for the IFM projects and fuel
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TABLE 2 Average Kendall-Mann Trend in vegetation and the number
of samples within each of the categories.

Kendall-Mann
Trend

North Coast S. Cascade

IFM −29.10,
n = 16,577

9.94,
n = 1,781

Planned Fuel Treat. 15.30,
n = 409

−59.37,
n = 104

Active Fuel Treat. −33.17,
n = 2,975

−7.16,
n = 32

Completed Fuel
Treat.

−52.86,
n = 69

NA,
n = 6

Southern cascade completed fuel treatments is omitted for having too few observations.

treatments for the two regions (Table 2). IFM projects in the
North Coast had a negative trend in vegetation, expressed in
a spectral EVI trend change of −29.10 (unitless). The negative
value indicates a loss in vegetation greenness or productivity.
The two IFM projects in the Southern Cascade region were the
only group in our sample that had a positive trend in vegetation
greenness, of 9.94 (unitless).

In the North Coast region, the completed fuel treatment
in the North Coast had the most negative mean vegetation
greenness trend. This could be from delayed treatment effects
from prescribed fire and fuel management after management.
Completed fuel treatments were omitted from the Southern
Cascade due to too few observations. In the Southern Cascade
region, it is the planned fuel treatments that had the most
negative value relative to the active and the IFM projects. For
both regions, active fuel treatments cause a decline in vegetation
greenness, indicated in the average negative vegetation trend
(Table 2). This could be due to the vegetation removal or
rearrangement associated with fuel treatments.

Bootstrap for determining differences in the
median greenness trend

To further contextualize these observed trends in IFM
projects relative to other forests, the bootstrap tests compare
the vegetation trends on IFM projects with forests receiving
fuel treatments. Active fuel treatments have similar median
trends in vegetation to the IFM projects in both regions of
California. The bootstrapped median difference for the IFM
and active fuel treatments had a 95% confidence interval that
contain zero, meaning the median differences in greenness
trends between IFM projects and active fuel treatments are zero
(Figures 4C–D).

The largest difference in vegetation trends is in the Southern
Cascade region between planned fuel treatments to IFM projects
at 73 (unitless). This is consistent with the mean values, because
the two IFM projects in this region had the highest overall
positive greenness trend and the planned fuel treatments had the
most negative fuel treatment (Table 2). Both the sample mean
trend for IFM and planned fuel treatments in the North Coast

are negative. Our estimated median difference being positive 20
(unitless) indicates IFM projects have a less negative trend in
vegetation greenness relative to the planned fuel treatments.

Completed fuel treatments in the North Coast had median
vegetation trend that was −55 relative to the IFM projects mean
vegetation trend suggesting that there is at least a temporary
decline in vegetation greenness following fuel reductions. This
could be the byproduct of our unique observation window or
could be capturing some delayed ecological stress following
management. Our results can only suggest a difference in the
distributions and the relative direction of difference.

Discussion

Previous research has used tools like modeling and field
experiments to demonstrate that continuing to increase carbon
in aboveground biomass will come with tradeoffs for long-term
carbon management (Liang et al., 2018; Foster et al., 2020;
Bernal et al., 2022). Using our remote sensing techniques, we
found additional evidence that tradeoffs between mitigating
short-term fire risk and maintaining elevated carbon stocks for
carbon crediting are already present in California IFM carbon
projects. We found that IFM offset projects had higher lidar-
estimated fuel loads in 2016 than lands receiving fuel treatments
under California’s Forest Health program, indicating that these
forests have a high starting level of fuels. Between 2016 and 2020,
these IFM projects did not reduce fuel loads in ways consistent
with active or completed fuel treatments for ladder, surface,
canopy cover, canopy height, canopy layer count, or canopy
base height. This suggests that these forests are being managed
distinctly from forests that are receiving fuel treatments, even
controlling for biophysical differences between these forests.
From our vegetation greenness trend analysis, we found the
management between IFM projects and active fuel treatments
are having similar outcomes on vegetation (Figure 4). IFM
projects are on average not reducing fuel loads or altering
canopy cover and canopy height, yet they are having reductions
in vegetation greenness as if they were. Another reason why
vegetation can lose greenness is a decline in fuel moisture, which
also results in increased flammability (McEvoy et al., 2020). If
these loses in vegetation greenness are from declining vegetation
moisture, then the management occurring on IFM projects
could be increasing fire risk through both not reducing fuel loads
and increasing vegetation flammability.

Based on the first decade of the compliance offset market,
our results suggest forests managed as offsets promote less
beneficial outcomes for fire hazard reduction and vegetation
greenness. An abundance of research supports the idea that
management should be scaled up in these types of forests—
both for forest resilience and for long term carbon storage,
relevant for climate change mitigation (Liang et al., 2018; North
et al., 2022). And yet, when this climate-focused policy has been
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FIGURE 4

Bootstrapped median differences in the trend of EVI between samples from offsets and fuel treatments between the North Coast (A,C,E) and
Southern Cascade (B,D) regions.

applied to forests, we do not observe it incentivizing the average
project to implement more fuels management. Only six of the 40
projects in California had qualified fuel treatments based on IFM
project documentation submitted to carbon credit registries.

CARB’s forest offset protocol could create perverse
incentives for landowners to maximize carbon today rather
than prioritizing managing for stable carbon. The protocol
generates credits at the start of the project equal to the
demonstrated carbon stock above a theoretical baseline.
Subsequent payments, represented as different vintages, are
based on the additional growth. IFM projects may perform fuel
treatment, but the protocol creates financial incentives not to do
so. Any removal of onsite carbon beyond incremental growth
from the previous inventory constitutes a reversal requiring the
landowner to replace the reversed credits. Even when removal
of surface fuel or small diameter trees does not disrupt the
carbon accounting enough to be counted as a reversal (above

the growth amount), it could reduce the credits a project
receives and thus project owners may be encouraged to delay
fuel treatments until the project is outside of credit generating
years. Delaying or forgoing fuel treatments is not aligned with
optimizing carbon stability in California (Liang et al., 2018).
Forest management for climate change should be aligned with
other policies promoting more stable carbon management.

Creating incentives for maximizing aboveground carbon
stored in forest biomass allows forest managers to shift
economics toward delaying harvests. Based on registry
submitted data, eight projects in California demonstrate
increasing aboveground carbon through increasing rotation
length. While delaying timber harvests is not mutually exclusive
with no management occurring in these forests, some of
these projects have no other management planned at the time
of project documentation submission. Within the existing
California IFM offset program, we have identified five potential
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ways policymakers could increase fuel management within IFM
projects in fire prone regions. Each of these outlined approaches
is accompanied by research questions to address whether our
proposed idea would be able to deliver the desired outcomes
of increasing the fire risk reduction on IFM projects in fire
prone ecosystems.

The first approach is creating further incentives in buffer
pool reductions for fuel break maintenance. As previously
discussed, fuel treatments are currently incentivized via a
reduction in the percentage of credits a project contributes to
the buffer pool. But we observed that IFM projects have high
starting levels of fuels in their vertical fuel structure and most
of the projects do not show signs of fuel reduction. It could be
possible that an incentive greater than 2% on the project’s buffer
pool contribution could drive more fire risk mitigation. Because
the most carbon a project receives tends to be in the first year of
accounting, a qualified fuel treatment approved at the start of the
project would reduce the number of credits a project contributes
to account for a century of natural disturbance insurance. If the
2% reduction in buffer pool contribution is not enough to offset
this loss of credits generated, then this may be an area of policy
improvement. Further research could study whether there are
differences by landowners in their approach to management and
how these approaches interact with disturbance risk. If only
some types of landowners complete qualified fuel treatments,
it could be useful for identifying other barriers to management
by other landowner groups. Finally, climate driven disturbances
are expected to undermine the effectiveness of forests as natural
climate solutions (Anderegg et al., 2020). In order to reconcile
the need for both deeper buffer pools with more compelling
incentives, for managing this climate driven disturbance risk,
a blended policy approach that caters to early alignment with
fire risk management goals while backloading buffer pool
requirements could be investigated.

Only in regions where there is moderate to high fire risk
would it make sense for projects to proactively be treating
fuels. Yet all regions of the contribute equal proportions
of credits into the buffer pool and receive equal incentives
to reduce disturbance risk. The buffer pool creates adverse
selection like any insurance pool. Each landowner benefits from
selling carbon credits, but the risk of reversal is spread out
among all landowners.

This brings us to our second recommendation: qualified fuel
treatments could be an eligibility requirement for IFM projects
in moderate or high fire risk regions. There is not currently a
requirement for projects to indicate on their project submission
documents whether they believe fuel management will be part
of the carbon management. At a minimum, IFM projects in fire
prone regions could be required to include a statement about
why they are not managing fuel explicitly as part of their carbon
management strategy.

If changes directly to the carbon crediting standards are not
feasible, policy could also target fuel treatments more directly.

Our third and fourth recommendations include expansion of
fuel treatments on or surrounding IFM projects. Instead of
using the buffer pool to incentivize fuel reductions after they
occur, our third proposed approach could use grants to fund
landowners more directly in the IFM program to implement
fuel reductions. The proceeds generated from the cap-and-
trade auctions are deposited to the Greenhouse Gas Reduction
Fund which supports California Climate Investments (CCI). Cal
Fire’s Fire Prevention Grants and the Forest Health Program
are supported by the CCI (California Air Resources Board,
2022). One possible approach would be proactively supporting
landowners managing carbon pools instead of an insurance
reduction after the cost of fuel treatment has been incurred.

The fourth recommendation could encourage the existing
Cal Fire fuel treatments to surround IFM projects. If
maintaining elevated carbon stocks on IFM projects is still
the direction market administrators and forest managers
wish to pursue, strategically placed landscape fuel treatments
surrounding IFM projects could decrease fire severity and
promote forest recovery, helping carbon sinks (Tubbesing
et al., 2019). We already observe IFM projects and Cal Fire
fuel treatments in proximity, sometimes even sharing project
boundary borders. The efficacy of strategically placed adjacent
fuel treatments in protecting carbon within IFM projects could
be further investigated for the regions IFM projects occur.
If strategically placed fuel treatments can increase the stable
amount of aboveground carbon stored on the IFM projects,
these co-occurring IFM projects and fuel treatments could be
scaled up. While the idea of strategically placed fuel treatments
is not novel, determining whether adjacent fuel treatments can
effectively change fire behavior within IFM projects will need to
be tested.

Finally, we would be remiss to not mention that more
dramatic changes to carbon accounting could also shift the
management occurring on IFM projects toward more proactive
fire risk mitigation. For example, carbon credit-generating
projects in fire prone regions might be evaluated not on total
aboveground live carbon, but on the amount of carbon predicted
to survive a fire disturbance. Such “avoided wildfire emissions”
methodologies are already being developed by carbon offset
registries like Climate Action Reserve (Climate Action Reserve,
2022). Another accounting change could reevaluate how the
carbon sequestered in wood products is incorporated in carbon
crediting. Better incorporating woody products could better
align forest and carbon management outcomes (Cabiyo et al.,
2021). An example of this could be using woody residue
from fuel treatments for biofuel production, offsetting use of
fossil fuels in transportation and expanding a market for non-
timber wood products (Sanchez et al., 2021). Further research
could explore the implications of different changes in carbon
accounting and whether such changes would be compatible with
current carbon offset protocols.
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Our research focuses on California’s forest carbon
management and the tensions between two state agencies
creating programs for storing carbon today and creating stable
carbon storage. While the particulars of this case are context
specific, there are lessons applicable to broader geographies that
incorporate natural climate solutions into climate policies, as the
ecosystems that comprise these solutions are changing. Wildfires
have struck managed forest in many areas around the world,
and improved management to limit these fires could work in
concert to increase carbon on the landscape. In California’s case,
CARB’s IFM forest offset protocol officially addresses wildfire
and other natural disturbance risks via the buffer pool and
attempts to promote risk reduction via a reduction on a project
buffer pool contribution. Yet our research finds that most of
the projects are not managing fuels, while previous research
has found that CARB’s buffer pool is undercapitalized for the
expected carbon reversals (Badgley et al., 2022). This highlights
a need to test assumptions of whether official policy intentions
manifest on landscapes. The state of California is at the vanguard
of the climate movement. Understanding shortcomings in
their policies underscore the difficulty of designing programs
that achieve their long-term objectives. Finding issues in an
ambitious climate program should not be shocking, but failure
of programs to adapt to research and new climate realities will
result in programs that predictably fall short of their goals.

Climate change, fire exclusion, and antecedent disturbance
contributes to the increasing presence of mega-fires as part
of wildland fire regimes (Stephens et al., 2014). To disrupt
this mega-fire triangle, fuel treatments or forest restoration can
disrupt the forest conditions created from fire exclusion and
antecedent disturbance in frequent-fire adapted forests. While
policymakers can support funding and reducing frictions to
implementing these vegetation management projects, reducing
greenhouse gas emissions could also help break this mega-fire
triangle. It is striking that those forests incorporated in cap-
and-trade carbon markets enable others to emit greenhouse
gases that will worsen the effect of climate change, while
simultaneously expecting the forests that are being used to
offset those emissions to somehow be immune to increasing
threat from climate change. The current IFM offset protocol
works counter to long term carbon stability and the goals of
other California programs focused on disrupting this mega-
fire triangle. To better align forest management with climate
policy, the current CARB offset program must change the way
it manages wildfire risk.
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